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BACKGROUND

Digital technologies can tackle many food production 
and distribution challenges, such as low productivity, 
high transaction costs, limited use of modern inputs 
and minimal commercialization. In places like Ethiopia, 
enormous potential exists for technological disruption in 
the agricultural sector, but scaling up effective technologies 
is challenged by the limited infrastructure and dominance 
of smallholder farming. The World Bank Group is 
exploring how to leverage digital technologies to improve 
agricultural practices and food security in Ethiopia.

WHAT IS THE FORUM ABOUT?

The Digital Disruption in Agriculture forum aims to identify 
digital tool and service providers from Africa and beyond to 
employ proven practices in Ethiopia. WBG’s private sector 
partners will gain access to digital technology solutions 
that can strengthen their business operations. 

WHY ATTEND?

Participants will hear from regional and global leaders 
about disruptive digital technologies with the potential 
to reach millions of smallholder farmers, connect with 
potential suppliers and clients, and discuss opportunities 
and constraints in the digital agriculture space in Ethiopia.

 } Digital Supply Chains

 } Digitally Enhanced Service 
Delivery

 } Digital Financial Services and 
Payment Services

 } Digital Level Farm Solutions 
(precision agriculture)

 } Incubators in the Agricultural 
Technology Space

COVERED TOPICS
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SPOTLIGHT ON ETHIOPIA

2nd fastest growing 
economy globally

34% share of GDP from 
agriculture

80% rural population

110 million people

Rapid opening up of 
economy



FORMAT

Panels on five 
themes in digital 

technologies 
featuring start-up 

and large-scale 
companies.

Established 
practitioners 
sharing their 
experiences 

making impact 
with digital 
solutions.

Spotlight on 
one large-

scale company 
spearheading 

development or 
implementation 

of digital 
technologies.

A series of 5-7 
presentations 

from innovators.

Selected 
companies 

showcasing their 
digital products.

Panels Fireside  
Chat

Keynote 
Addresses

Lightning 
Talks

Innovation 
Marketplace

REGISTER

For more information to 
register, please visit  
www.ifc.org/agri-conference 
to register for the forum. 

CONTACT US
Hileena Eshetu Cole
hchole@ifc.org

Samson Woldetensaie 
swoldetensaie@worldbank.org

KOREA-WORLD BANK 
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KWPF

Confirmed speakers include representatives of the following organizations.
SPEAKERS

 } Hello Tractor

 } Ethiopian Agricultural 
Transformation Agency

 } Twiga Foods

 } Tulaa

 } Planet

 } Farmforce

 } Antler

 } Farm Radio International

 } Digital Green

 } Stella Apps

 } Microsoft4Afrika

 } Yazmi

 } Apposit

 } BelCash

 } MOSS  ICT
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